J2	THE LAST G&VKO
"But why must I, if I don't want to?~if 1 have something better in
mind?"
"Better in mind! A geisha, I suppose, Listen-there vt.is a tune when 1
had nothing to do* I admit that 1 spent months with the females of
such quarters as this and in the Yofchhvara. I had to wait until the tide
turned. And I certainly understand how a young man wants tn have
his day. But right no\v you have to learn, You are needed, Ywi did a
good job on the battle front. I won't underestimate; if, Nut many could
have kept those Sat-cho hot-heads united. That's why I looked you up,
You think I run after just anybody? You've had a lifetime nf experi-
ence in a year, You're headed for real stUtcsimmhip. It"* your heritage,
but that alone is not enough from now on. I want .someone to fake my
place when I go. Is Nippon to writhe under the heel *rf the foreigner,
or of another Tokugawa, just because one fjit, njjly Onwra gel* a s»hw
in the back one of these days? You arc my Micmw, and I w,iw you
to stick to business."
"Perhaps General Omura is ignorant of my mvtt fwmMc phns, I
want to ask Councillor Kido when he comes-"
"May we interrupt, masters?11 A gentle voice wine fmw behind the
paper screens separating the room from the veranda, "Tea titnc» Mr,"
"Yes." Saionji looked relieved.
Near the screens knelt two girls, one with a tea see ou her tray, and
the other with a bowl of pickled plums, They placed the tray* on the
mat and touched the floor with their foreheads, Then they served the
green tea.
Saionji whispered to one of the servants,
'Well, you certainly are at home, Saionji*san, Those girls have you
under their thumbs all right, it is one of those two? Well, it wouldn't
be so bad to have a little feminine touch for a change, Bring* tack the
past, as it were*"
When the geneial beamed, his eyes almost disappeared in the fold* of
flesh.
Between the room in which they were sitting and the house entrance
were many matted guest-chambers. All were separated fitim each other
by paper screens which could be slid together and taken out of their
alls to make one large room where several smaller ones had beat
Outside it was already dark. The paper lanterns were lit The Feb-
ruary snow fell on the branches of the trees and withered grawa in the
garden. Beyond the wooden fence, evdything waa quiet, for after w*

